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Business Dean selection pending
Two out of three candidates hold coveted Ph.D. s
By Tamara Sandmeyer

The University News
Selection of the final three candidates for the position of dean of the
College of Business is now in the
hands of PresidentJohn Keiser and
Vice President Larry Selland.
The field of applicants were oarrowed down from an initial response
of about 90 to the final three submitted to the president's office. A
decision could be made as soon as
this week.
The three fmalists are Dr. Bong
Shin,associateprofessorattheCollegeoC,·Businessfrom
BSU;Orie
Dudley, who holds an undergraduate degree, is with Putnam Mutual
Fund in Boston; and William Boyse
who is currently chair of the economics department at Arizona State

University.
tion, This process is beginning its
degree and for being a good friend
next-to-final phase in screening poIt is not required in the job de- of Keiser's.
tential candidates. They
scription for an applicant to
have currently narrowed it
have a doctorate. Several
down to five finalists. The
business faculty members
education position has a
who have met the applicants'
Ph.D. requirement.
feel all candidates are well
'It is not required in the job
Recruitment and screen-'
qualified. The names were
description for an applicant
ingofapplicantsisalengthy
not given to Keiser in any
andexpensiveprocess. The
order of preference and it is
to have a doctorate.
costs of advertising. bringassumed by some that the
ing applicants to town and
applicants will be very careproviding
accommodafully scrutinized.
lions, meals and different
This comes in the wake of
funclions for them to attend
Interim Dean of the College of
adds up. Each fmalist will typically
The search for applicants for the
Technology Tom MacGre~or detake t\'{() clays in town during the
clining the permanent position of College of Technology dean will
"finaIeliri1inationroundofinterviews.
deari in lightofthe conttoversy over begin again' and the recruitment
The entire amount will average
process will likely start at thebeginhis appointmenL
between $10,000 to $15.000. The
MacGregor came under fire from ning.
cost also includes the staff time put
The other dean position open on
some students and staff in the colin. Most searches take up to two
lege for not possessing a graduate campus is in the College of Educa-

years to find an applicant satisfactory to so many people involved.
The faculty is also involved in
meeting and screening hopeful
candidates, as well as the committee elected from each department
in the college to be represented.
Members of the committee for
the College of Business dean posilion are: Dr. Patrick Shannon,
CIS/pM; Dr. Larry Reynolds,
Economics; Dr. William Wines,
Management; Dr. David Koeppen,
Accounting; Dr. Harry White,
Marketing and Finance; Sheryl
Curtis and Kathy Moore, business
students.
.

Petition circulating to get funding increase for SPB
Protest in front of SPB building
cies.
"We are raising awareness and
trying to start the wheels of change
towardsaperformingartsprogram,"
Boise State Student Programming
said Performing Arts Chair Bill
Board members are rallying for Stephan.
change.
.
Committee members are conThe members of the Performing
cerned because the programs the
Arts Committee came out in full students deserve to attend cost more
force Thursday in front of the SPB money than the committee was
building to Protest the currentpoli- ".alo~ for the year.

Myers
The University News

Chereen

A petilion is circulating to get a
funding increase for the committee.
They are asking for a budget increase of$4,ooo to raise their share
to $11,500.
The increase is realistic, members
believe, because the average cost of
a dance program, for example, is
$6,000 to $9,000. This would nearly
squeeze the current budget dry.
Students will benefit from the increase because it will "provide students with quaIity entertainment to
students at a low cost," said committee member
Jeff DaudL He
explained that the
performing arts
committee is responsible for music, theater and
dance programs
but have a budget
that would normally cover just
. one program.
• Commiueernembers want students to have the
opportunity to attend high-quality
events. "for a
slightly higher
.
costinstead oflow budget events of
less quality.
Stephan would like to see more
community involvement at the

events and believes that if the community could pay a higher admission price than students some of the
cost could be absorbed.
The Chicago Brass Quartet, who
performedatBSU earlier in the year,
was "one of the first high quality
events that SPB held," said Stephan.
The members are lobbying for a
Pre-Programming
Proposal that
would enable the committee to plan
for a better variety of events each
school year. Members of the performing arts committee expect the
proposal to pass
a vote on Monday when they
meet with the
executive
board.
In a statement
by Student Programs Board
member Jeff
Roper he explained
that
money could be
"better spent" if
Stephan would
schedule events
further in advance.
Roper
believes "that by programming one
event for the fall the previous spring,
the Fine Arts Committee could have
a series with an $8,500 budget."

"This
would
nearly
squeeze
the current
budget
dry."

The following is a break down of
the budgets for the SPB committees:
Fine Arts: $7,300
Comedy:
$6.000
Family Activities: $5,000
Special Events:
$4,000

.9I.O.9vf.<£. Group (9fefP,ing
OurseCves !J,{ore <£motwn"
affy). .flI.supportgroup tofre[e
u.s set 6oiiitfari'is, 6ii.iftf sey;
esteem
lJ~~in touch: Wltli
tfre in~rcliiJ.d. Surufaus at 7
p.m. Cal{'lJo6at336-5392or

ana

Co(fege f})emocrats muting
'Wetfnes~ at 5:30p.m. In
the llnion Street CaJe;..Cal{
385-3222 for more info.

.flI.n~ofooy

C£u6 fw£tfing

nominations ~n the Sll'lJ caJ!
at 4 p.rn. on !Mardi. 21. Caa

Juamtaat323-0622 evenings.
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ASBSU
Spotlight
by- Matt Burney

ASBSU Senator
Special to The University News
!.,

Several pieces
of legislation
are now being
considered,
legislation for
the Mid-Managemenl/Marketing stu.
dents to make sure that if their degree program is changed they can
still graduate with the degree they
originally applied for from the university. Legislation with the department of health science to upgrade our gym facilities with new
weight lifting,recreation equipment
and longer gym hours has been in,troduced. Other issues concern
. getting more parking spaces for
residencehallstudems. Actiongave
students 28 additional spaces to
park. Marriott's food quality standards for the residence hall students
is currently being investigated .. A
bill concerning malicious harassment would make the ASBSU
government a member of the North .
West Coalition Against Malicious
Harassment.
There are many issues that face
BSU students in the future. Everything from fee increases to how our
curriculum is made up in our collegesis importanL You don't have
to hold a student office to make a
difference on campus. One person .
can make a difference, but many'
people can make a tremendous difference in the way our univerSityis
run. The ASBSUgovemmentneeds .
to be as visible as pOssible to give
students a place to turrito when ihey
fmdanissue thlltaffects tbemor
. needs revising. Only throughihe ..'
system of participation can we as
student leaders best serve you.

Future issues include more comprehensive programming for student events that take place on this
campus, issues of campus security,
the participation of part-time students in the ASBSU government
process for representation, notonly
getting more parking but using
some of the money that parking is
receiving off of students to build
parking facilities, the publishing
ofteaeherevaluations to all students
and continuing'the'trend

of scolle:

sive senate and executive branch
along with a strong, organized and
visible student government,
This year has been a great
year for accomplishments for the
ASBSU government and it will
continue if we have your support.
So when you feel that your voice
won't make adifference, think again
and get involved!
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accept and be honest to his own
convictions.
"Learning about yourself allows you to learn about others
because they are reflections of
you. It is not what someone says
or does to you that matters but
how you react to what they did or
said." says Hart.
Hart plans to take his first
year
of retirement and fill it with
"Discovery
the things he loves best. He plans
takes
place
on spending a lot of time with his
through expefamily as well as doing lots of
gardening and reading. He and
rience and exhis wife plan on taking a trip to
perience offers
New Zealand and Europe to visit
knowledge."
relatives and enjoy the scenery .
He won't be around next year
because he doesn't want to step
on his new predecessor's feet,
to motivate and aid students.
Hart always used the method of but will be back to guide education students through student
inquiry, which is learning through
discovery. He says it doesn't matter teaching or what ever they need.
Hart will miss his home here
if the student is in third grade or a
college junior, the student has to at BSU, but will also enjoy the
discover for him or herself. Discov- . freedom he has spent the last 41
years working toward. Dedicaery takes place through experience
and' experience offers knowledge. tion and hard work have brought
He admitted that most teachers, as Hart many memories that will be
including himself "tell" to much. with him for his remaining years.
Ode to Richard Hart, a man
He knows that "telling" can be unwhose contributions will be used
avoidable in teaching but maneuvering around lecturing students is and honored for future generations.
best.
Through all of his years of
teaching Hart believes that best lesson learned is learned through
knowing "thy self." A person has to
at some level or another. He feels
students are very important and that
the role of professors is to help them
achieve. He also feels that teachers
should take some of the responsibility for students failures as well as
successes because it takes the
tahr

Clements

The University News
Hot Prof Richard Hart, Dean
of the College of Education, will
be retiring from his 13·year position atBSU in July. His career
has taken him on a journey of
over 41 years of teaching at the
secondary and college level. His
contribution and involvement in
the educational
system has
brought him many joys and many
successes.
Hart says he came into the
teaching profession on accident.
. .;Elehad,been offered a scholarship
'. butbecause he had to be 21 to get
the scholarship he was denied.
Hart knew he had to do something so he gotajob as a teacher,
where he discovered his hidden
talent and future career love.
He decided, as his studies
continued toward his doctorate
degree, in order to provide for
his family the way he desired he
would have to go to higher education. His administrative career
was not planned but had surfaced
through the snow-ball effect. He
has enjoyed his position dean,
but realizes that the time has
come for him to move on and let
another take his place.
Hart knows that he will always be involved with the Education Departmentat Boise State

I~~~GlI
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor;
Congratulations are in order for
two~~tstaJlding BSU s,~u4~nts. Recently; 'Isadore Goum~\I. Ill
ceived,the President's Award frOm
Dr, Keiser for his outstanding secvice to Boise State University.
Isadore has been active in various
aspects of BSU for several years,
including
work
with
the
Multicultural Panel, the Native
American Student Association.and
the University Ambassadors.
Tamara Sandmeyer was honored
with the Director's Award from the
director of the Student Union &
Activities, Greg Blaesing. This
award goes to an outstanding student who has participated in and
promoted student activities on
campus. Tamara has worked in the
Si~dent Programs Board, been the
~~BSU Elections Board Chair,
A!SBSU Personnel Selection DirectOr; served on the SUB Board of

Governors, and is currently the
Managing Editor of The University
. News,a.position she has held since
·.Iast, JUne; To top it off, Tamara
. Sandmeyer has been on the Dean's
list for the past 3 semesters and is a
single mother of two. Tamara is an
. incredible inspiration and a powerful example of what students can
accomplish when we have the desire
to make a difference.
Again, congratulations to Isadore
Gourneau
III, and Tamara
Sandmeyer. You are both greatly
appreciated.
Peace,
Eric Love, ASBSU President

,re.~:

To The University News:
Each time I read an editorial by
Larry Purviance,one thought comes
to mind: ''There is no way he' can
top this one." Each editorialreaches
a new high in stupidity. Theedito-

rial urging the Legislature to legalize all drugs was, I thought, the
ultimate in idiocy until I read the
editorial in the Mar. 4 issue of The

University News.
Larry writes about the "starving
and frightened Iraqi POW's." What
about the starving and frightened
people of Kuwait'! What about the
Kuwaiti citizens who were burned
beyond recognition, with their ears
cut off and their eyes gouged out?
Larry's poor "frightened and starving" Iraqi friends dido 't do that, did
they? To hell with Iraq, rebuild
Kuwait.
The March 4 edition of Business
Week magazine estimates the rebuilding Kuwait will cost upwards
of $100 billion. Abdullah Bishara,
the Kuwaiti Secretary General of
the Gulf Cooperation Council has
called for a damage payment of $50
billion from Iraq. I could riot agree
more.

Larry Purviance is the type of person who will bitch, scream and cry
about everything the United States
does. Ifyou want to rebuild Iraq so
bad Larry, why don't you take the
money that is wasted on this juvenile effortofa paper and buy apIane
ticket to Iraq? Saddam probably
needs your help. Oh, don't forget
your hammer and nails.

The University
News
wants to hear from
you!

Write

a
letter
to
the
Editor
You can mail the letters directly to The University News
at 1910 University
Drive,
Boise, ID, 83725, or hand deliver it to our office at 1603
III University Drive.
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Alice in WoodylilP~
;"'",,'

Film Review, .:
by JodyHoward;;!_
.v
TheUniversitjNews-'-_---'

.lng characters and relationships.
.
. (One scene where Farrow struggles
__
,nervously to get out of the house to
secretly meet with Mantegna is ac"I'm at a crossroads. I'm lost," companied by a tango, comically
reinforcing Alice's struggle within
says Alice. Butshehasn'tstumbled
from the real world into the make- herself.)
believe; she's awakened from her
The carefully chosen backdrops
make-believe world to reality, and and camera angles (and costuming)
the results are just as strange, scary add a perfection of detail and mood
and comical as in the legendary that reveal painstaking care. The
movie changes from golden lightAlice in Wonderland.
Woody Allen's masterful talent ing to blue/black and white, then
for comedy and his unending quest switching to "real-life" colors for
for meaning in life blend in perfect the everyday scenes, shifting the
harmony to create Alice. a gentle, audience easily to different levels
magical trip through a Park Avenue of fantasy and reality.
looking glass.
The cast features exceptional (and
Alice (Mia Farrow) dwells in a sometimes brief) performances by
superficial world of the rich, well- well-known actors/actresss, Cybill
kept wife, a world of pedicures,
Shepherd's shallow show biz charshopping and gossip. Her luxury acter gives Alice the brush-off in
condo, bathed in golden light and the nicest possible way, Bernadette
populated by maid, cook, nanny Peters plays an unforgettable muse
and athletic trainer provides all that and Julie Kavner makes a short but
her pampered heart could desire. memorable stop into Alice's life as
But her back hurts and she finds an antique expert. The quality cast
herself attracted to another man ... make each moment of the film a
Alice gradually comes to the re- treasure.
alization of her own emptiness
.M~~~gna.ptay~ th,epart,p( a conthrough the assistance of Dr. Yang, fused but willing lover to the
a mystical genius with magical herbs searching Alice, giving a believand sage advice. His potions and able depth to the pivotal role.
prescriptions urge her on to self- Farrow's journey from a little lost
discovery, taking her on a journey Alice to the revelation of who she
which includes an affair with a is, both good and bad, is done to
saxophone player (Joe Mantegna),
perfection. The audience identifies
a visit with a deceased boyfriend with her longings, her pain and de(Alec Baldwin), and realization of sire for fulfillment.
her lost dreams and goals.
The writing demonstrates a subtle,
Allen demonstrates his genius in deliberate exploration into human
filmmakin~ with Alice, illustrating
nature and eternal philosophical
superbly his growth and develop- questions, while cleverly pulling
ment as a writer/director .. The mu- back for comic relief and a breath of
sic is characteristically Allen'srefreshing reality when necessary.
delightful, invoking moods, defin- Allen gives his characters unique

identities withfinesse--itonly takes
a few scenes with Alice's husband,
Doug (William Hurt) for us to see
through his supposedly well-meaning, domineering conversations with
her.
Allen's honesty in exploring relationshipsis unsurpassed. When
adultery looms into the story, he's
not afraid to tackle the accompanying issues of guilt, religious qualms,
confusion and the pain of damaged
marriages. His continual spiritual
quest takes him once again into the
world of organized religion (be prepared for some Catholic jokes), but
the spiritual conclusions in this film
are surprising.
Symbolism abounds in the movie.
Farrow begins the film fantasizing
about a rendevous in the penguin
house at the zoo. ("Penguins mate
for life," she says under hypnosis.)
Her desire for a life-long,
neverending love strikes a familiar
note in the audience, and her search
captures our interest right from the
start.
Mother Teresa appears
throughout the movie as an idol for
.Alice, a clue from her past and
connection to her future; Toward
the end of the story, Alice's brotherin-law calls to Alice and her sister
Dorothy (Blythe Danner), "C'rnon,
you two, join the party. It's gonna
be over soon." The words underscore Alice's search for happiness
and foreshadow her final triumphant
self-awareness. The fantastic effects of Dr. Yang's medicine can
appear too far-fetched for some
viewers, but serve as catalysts for
significant developments in the
story.
This isa W.,gpdy Allen masterpiece, his version of the magical

I,

~tf.;l!
',·;n

journey down the rabbit's hole,
complete with "Drink Me" and "Eat
Me" instructions and a bewildered
reluctant heroine. It is alsoa funny,
thought-provoking
search for
meaning, for true love (Mr. Right)

.jl·.l,,,~"ll t.:l.J.

and eventually the rediscovery of a
deeper, more lasting truth ..
Alice is rated PG-13 and IS showing at The Flicks, which gives discounts to BSU students (with student ID cards).
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'':::aillSiddoDs,..former Doors manager,
. speaks to U. News
'

St. Paddy's weekend festivities
Holiday Preview
By Lisa Krepel

The UniversityNews

...:...__

-'--

_

Interview
. by Chereen Myers

teJIigence I'd ever known. I had a based on the film's "exaggerations
.
For a taste 0' the Irish this weekend, try the following Boise festivities:
tremendous amount of fear and re- and inaccuracies.
."1 am very .sad because this film An~eD's Bar & Grill: ~n - Sunday featuri~g a flag raising and prayer
The University News
_
spect for him."
Will become Important in defining seMceat10a.m.;specialIrishmenuWlthMulllganStew,cornedbeef,etc;.
The belief that Morrison didn't
Guiness stout on tap; Bailey's Irish Creme, Irish Coffee and other Irish
reallydieinParisisonethatSiddons
' Jim," he said.
Siddons would like to see the past drinks on special; Billy Braun performing starting at 2 p.m,
"Jim used words to go beyond doesn't buy into.
the verbal to move into your spinal
"As the man who buried him, I stay in the past and sees no reason to Buster's - Broadway - Friday, Saturday and Sunday featuring $1.75
mugs of green beer; various Irish ice cream drink specials; corned beef and
column and shake you in ways you know that's not true. If he was still relive old memories.
"My frlendscan't believe that I cabbage with ~ew red potatoes dinner,
..
didn't know you could be moved." alive he would never had let half of
Former Doors manager Bill
his estate go to his parents. He don't want to see It since I am in it Cactus- Main - Sunday featuring green beer; Irish drinks; corned beef
,
Siddons described his first impreswould have given it to his brother or but Iwant no connection with that' dinner.
kind of stuff."
Clancy's - Vista - Saturday featuring green beer on request; $3.25
sions of the legendary '60s band as sister instead. "
Although ~t was exaggerated on pitchers, ~1 pounders an~ $.75 drafts; corned beef and cabbage dinner;
"riveting."
So did he actually see the lead
screen, Morrison's legendary drug potato eating contest starting at 7 p.m.
Siddons spoke of his experiences
singer before he was buried?
Ducks Amer!can Bar & Grm - ParkCenter MaJl-l."riday, Saturday.and
asTheDoors' manager Wednesday
"I don't know that for a fact, and alcohol abuse was a reality.
"Jim was the only person I knew Sunday featuring $1.75 pounders of green beer; Irish Coffee specials;
night at BSU in his very first public
because Iloved him as a person and
who daily challenged death. That corned beef and cabbage dinner; live music with Plum Tuckered Out
speaking engagement He had a lot have always hated open caskets."
doesn't mean he was suicidal but starting at 8 p.m, each night
to say about life, drugs and music in Hedidn'tseeMorrison'sbody,only
thathe sought spiritual experiences
Hannah's - Old Boise on Main - Saturday featuring green beerdrafts $.25
an exclusive interview with The the casket and death certlticate.
between 5 and 8 p.m.; performance by the ~ghlander Bagpipers at 6 and
Universi'tyNews.
,.,
"When Iwas in his apartment in through death," said Siddons.
His own views on drug use are 8 p.m.; party hats, etc; $3 cover charge starting at 8:30 p.m,
Seeing The Doors perform for Paris I didn't want to open it (the
open-minded.
Heartbreak Cafe - Old Boise on Mai~ - Satur~y fea;turing ~
beer;
the first time is an experience
casket)."
"I think the use of chemicals to corned beef and cabbage, lamb shank dinners; Irish Kisses, Irish Coffee
Siddons has never forgotten.
Regarding those who still choose
"I was moved, disturbed, con- to believe he is alive: _"I think alter your consciousness is a per- 8f!d other Iri~h drink specials; prizes, costumes, decorations; rais.ingofthe
sonal choice that comes with a great Irish !lag; live R&B band, Th.e Club; performance by ~e Highlander
cerned. I'd never seen or heard mythology is a wonderful thing."
anything like this. I didn't go to
Siddons often wonders what responsibility. I think that if the Bagpipers; Sunday featurmg Irish breakfast.Iunchand d~ner.
forces that run the 'just say no'
Lock, Stock & Barre~ - Emerald - Sunday featunng.Gum~ss and J!arP
campaign could devote their en- beer ~>n draft fo~ $2; Irish .Coffee for $2.50;, other ~sh drink ~iaIs;
'U'im (Morrison) was the only person 1 ergy to just providing leadership Moms Creek Strmg Band hve; performance by the Highlander bagpipers
and commitment to education for at 8 p.m,
,knew who daily challenged death.
children that the children would 'just
Pipe~ Pub. & Grill- upstairs, 8th ~d ~in - Fri~y, Sat~day an~ Sunday
That doesn't mean he was suicidal but say no' by themselves," Siddons featuring Irish Coffee and other Irish whisky drink specials; Gumess and
in raising his children with Harp beers on tap for $3.25 a 15 oz. mu~; lamb stew, corned beef and
that he sought spiritual experiences believes
thesamephilosophy. (Incidentally, cabbage dmners; performance by the Highlander Bagpipers 10 p.m.
through death," said Siddons.
Si~dons plans to put the money Sal!U'~y and noon S~nday..
.
gamed from his lecture tour into his Rlc~ s Cafe A!Dencan .at The Fb~ks - Fulton - Sun~y featurmg a
nine-year-old's college fund.)
m~ting of t!te Irish Amencan Club; tl~kets for.3 p.m. movie followed by
Originally, Siddons plan was to' soc~l and dmn~r of corned beef sandwiches, Irish. soup and Harp beer ~e
would have happened if Jim would
concerts at that time. It changed
me." It was that experience that have returned to the United Stales. speak about the obscenity issue but available starting Wednesday for $9 at the Flicks or from the Irish
"I talked to Jim every couple of instead he fielded lots of questions Amencan Club.
ultimately led him to a new career
weeks when he was over there. I about the intriguing band that he 10th Street Station - lOth street - Sunday featuring $4 pitchers and $1
as the manager of The Doors.
drafts of green beer.
Managingoneofthe hottest bands thought he would come back again once managed
A self-admitted "closet rap fan,"
Beware: Too much green beer may be hazardous to your porcelain basin.
someday and do something but he
of the '60s was an overwhelming
and life changing experience for the had to go (to Paris) and fmd his Siddons thinks that rap as a whole
19-year-old. He described the job creative roots again. He was work- has "lyrics that matter. It has a very
powerful statement and provides
opportunity as "the ultimate fluke. ing on two different screenplays
what rock used to provide,"
They approached me. They said there."
Although he is unimpressed with
The newly released film The
.:!lm¥:. ,Xpu:re the onJ>.\g~y, we Doqrsproduced
a different emo- 2 Live Crew, he still defends their
~trust.-:"::~·
-'-,
'r-T:")';"
rights and does not support censor, Morrison'snotoriousstyledidn't
tion for Siddons: sorrow.
Film giant Oliver Stone invited shi~ of any kind.
present any management problems
• 2 Live Crew is trash, not art, but
Siddons to read. the script but the
for Siddons because, as an inexpeformer manager didn't like what he we stiD have the right to protect it"
rienced manager, he "didn't know
Siddons has fond memories of
what a manager was supposed to saw.
"Stone is relentless in the wily he The Doors andsays he will always
do." He assumed he "was supposed
remember his big break into the
to keep order." He had a good puts a mm together,"
Siddons names the mm's many music business.
relationship with Morrison and val"Jim stood by me. The Doors
ued their friendship. Siddons also inaccuracies as the cause of his disgave me the opportunity to learn a
lhought of him as the creative force appointment His primary concern
trade and make mistakes. I am
is that many of the mm's viewers
oflhe band.
graleful to them,"
"He had the most expansive in- will form opinions about Morrison

Deborah A. Mills, CPA
Quality Professional Service

Idaho Invitational Theatre Arts Festival
Festival Preview
by Jeanette Ross
Special to The University News _
BSU .students and the general
public will have the opportunity to
Join high school students from
around the state in a dialogue with
several of the best practitioners of
contemporary mainstream theater
at BSU's Idaho Invitational Theatre Arts Festival.
The two-day event, Thursday and
Friday, offers lecture/discussions,
how-to workshops. a theatrical ex-

plorationoflbsen'sADoll'

sHouse

and a special one-woman cabaret
performance, with several events
open to all interested students.
Those who were interested in
Women's Week may note the appropriateness of many of these offerings, as well.
Thursday evening's keynote address will be given by playwright!
screenwriter Robert Harling, whose
fIrst major production, Steel Magnolias, successfully transferred from
Broadway to Hollywood. Harling's
, gentle social satire has become a
community theater favorite for its
.affectionate treatment of colorful
women characters. Harling recently
.collaborated with Director Michael
:Hoffman on Soapdish, a mm now
fmal stages of production. Space

:in

allowing, Harling's question and
answer session Thursday aflernoon
will be an additional opportunity to
talk to the author for those not otherwise involved in the Festival.
ActOr Gretchen Rumbaugh, last
seen in Boise as Mama Rose in the
BSU production of Gypsy, will be
offering a special late night cabaret
performance, Stuff on my Bed,
Thursday evening at 11p.m. at Stage
IIof the Morrison Cenler. Tickets
will be sold at the door for this
musical fable which updates the old
boy-moots-girl story with a new
ending. Rumbaugh, who has extensive experience in cabaret and
repertory theater, most recently at
Ashland's Oregon Shakespeare
Festival, will. also be offering
workshops on spontaneity in theater.
Festival planners have coordinated another major event, a presentation by the Seattle Group Theatre, to coincide withFestivalevents.
Ibsen: SceneandReseen is one scene
from A Doll's House to be interpreted three different ways. This
performance, sponsored by the
Idaho Humanities Council, will be
at the SPEC; Friday morning, 8:30
to 10 a.m., free and open to the
public.
A bonus of this presentation for
Festival goors will be workshops
,.presented by the show'screatorand

director, Paul O'Connell, and performers Elizabeth Austen and
Clayton Corzatle. Other area lhealer professionals and faculty will
be presenting workshops as well,
with Cheryl-Ann Rossi, aNew York
stage professional now in the Boise
area conducting a session on mime.
Others will share expertise in improvisation, stage combat, set design, auditioning skill and related
topics.
.
Those who want a good reason to
be on campus for Rumbaugh's late
night show should take note of the
theater department' s regular season
offering, A Phoenix Too Frequent,
which will be playing at Sta~e II
Wednesday through Saturday mghts
at 8 p.m.
This comedy by Christopher Fry
isoneofFry'ssly, wittyreworkings
of classical material, here a fable of
widow and a soldier which fans of
Fellini's Satyricon will recall from
the film.
(Jeanette Ross is a Boise-based
freelance writer.)

OUT-OF-STATE RETURNS
Special BSU Student rate
Tax Preparation
Business Plans For SBA Loans

----- .....

8150 Emerald, Suite 150 Boise, Idaho 83704
(208) 376-3719 Fax 378-4192

BSU PRESENTS

BLACK TO THE FUTURE
AVISITATION DAY FOR AFRICAN-AMERICAN
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
Visitation day to BSU, including tours, informational workshops, Black
college mentors, a nationally known speaker, and Social events.

* To introduce you to BSU'.

ClUIIpua.

*To let you attend coDegeclane. with a BSU host.
*Toleam about departments, majon and careen.
*To meet with succeuful black coDege.mdents.

AGenOA

FRIDAY. mARCH 15.1991

8:30 Check in at BSU Student Union Building.

Continental breakfast will be provided
9:00 Orientation, meet with your BSU host.
9:30 Attend classes with a BSU student host.

Noon Lunch and Program (Speakers and Music)
1 :00 Workshops: Academic Planning, Admissions, Financial Aid
2:00 Question and Answer time
Student Panel featuring BSU African-Americans
3:00 Tour of campus
, Free lime (BSU SUB recreation center, bookstore etc.)
5:30 Dinner in the Table Rock Cafe.
7:30 Keynote Speaker-George
E. Curry, Chicago Tribune
9:00 Dance sponsored by Black Student Union
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Ventriloquist John Kennar to perform
March 17

~

m

Share a chuckle on St. Paddy's Day With ventriloquist John Kennar at his 8 p.m. performance in the
Hemingway Center Comedy Club: Kennar has appeared at the Sahara Hotel & Casino in Las Vegas.
Giggles in Seattle. the Seattle Opera House and
other hotels. clubs and universities in the Pacific
Northwest, Canada and Alaska.
Tickets are $4.50 general admission and $2.50
students at Select-a-Seat.
Call SPB at 385-3655 for information.
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WORLD
PEACE
THROUGH IDEAL FAMILIES

Imperial Bells of China

HOLY,WEDDING 1991

April 14

At the World Culture and Sports Festlvalin Seoul,
Korea, in August 1991, the Rev. Sun Myung Moon
win match then bless in holy marriage thousands.
of International couples.
Such marriages help overcome racial, religious and
ethnic conflict through true love and lead to the
ultimate establishment of lasting world peace.
If you are between 21 and 40 years of age and are

looking for your ideal spouse and are Interested In
God-centered marriage, tel. Rev. David Ryan, 3762103, for more Information.
Sponsored by Unification Church, Boise.

JOIN THE

BSU AMBASSADORS
BSUAmbassadors is a group of outstanding
students selected to represent the student
body and assist with university activities such
as campus tours, homecoming, student recruitment and receptions.

I.

(.

Learn more
al a free recepllon
4 P.M. MONDAY, MARCH
Siudeni Union Ballroom
.

Or contact Kim Philipps,

BSUDevelopment Office, Ed. 707

.

StuJJ On The Bed
March 14 - 15
Tired of spending evenings
with Johnny Carson. David
Letterman. and Arsenio Hall?
Sample a different kind of
late-night entertainment at
Stuff on the Bed. an upbeat
one-woman. cabaret-style
musical about growing into
womanhood at 11 p.m. in
Stage II ofthe Morrison Center.
Stuff on the Bed. which has
been staged at the Oregon
Shakespeare Festival to sellout audiences. has no spoken dialogue. It was developed by the show's star.
Gretchen Rumbaugh, using
music from blues. pop/rocK
and theatre which she linked
to tell a story. The show is
. sponsored by the BSU New
Plays Series.
Tickets are $4 at the door.
For more information ,call
BSU theatre arts professor
Phil Atlakson at 385-1191.

The Imperial Bells of China,
a dazzling live theatrical event
blending the authenttc.mu'·sic. classical poetry, elegari~
costuming and exotic choreography of ancient China will
be in Boise at the Morrison
Center for shows at 3 p.m.
and 7:30 p.m. The productions are sponsored by the
Boise Opera.
Tickets are $16 for adults
and $8 for children. and are
available at all Select-A-Seat
outlets. Call 385 ..1110 for
details.

March 15, 17, 18

Can a young widow keep her vow to join her husband. in
death orwill slie fallin lovewith a handsome soldier? APhoenix
Too Frequent, an ancient tale of love's rebirth, will be pre~
sented at 8 p.m. in Stage II of theM orrison Center.
BSU sophomores Darin Sundbye, Annette Nelson and Kea
Choumos star in the three-person production.
'
A Phoenix Too Frequent will be the final BSU play to be
directed by Robert Ericson. who is retiring after 22 years as
a BSU theatre arts professor.
, "
Tickets are •$6 general admission, $4 seniorcitJzens and
:istudents. and free to BSUfaculty, staff, and students at all.
' ••Select-a~Seat outlets., For infonnation, ,call 888-4043, code,
;5907 in Boise,'
or454-1186, code 5907 in Canyon County.
.,.,
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Spend a magicaleven
Copperfield. Copperfle
blend ofillusions, rock'
and·'suspensehha$ill:
breaking audtences to
mances and1V specu
world. He mixes his
and seemingly impos
with new dramatic se
,music of Guns 'N RoSl
Rossini, Sting, Har
Mozart and PeterGabri
will be appearing at !
p.m, in the MorrisonC
are$15 and$19.50thrl
A-Seat outlets.

.9-ted t1a.1~/;4.5

March 13-16

:,"

suttsatthe

An Evening witl
David Copperfielc
April 11 '

Starring. a power- ~
house cast of Sally
;\.
Field. Dolly Parton,
~',' J,
Shirley
MacLaine,
,
Daryl Hannah, Olym.l )
pia Dukakis and Julia'
Roberts. SwelMqgn~
lias ,concerns
six
Southern women who
meet regularly at a
small-town
beauty
parlor to share their
loys and sorrows.
~ted PG. Show time
is 7 p.m. in the SPEC.
Sponsored
by SPB
Ftlms.

A Phoenix Too Frequent'

:,

Writers F
Studebake
Pocatello.
Penelope
ReviewofL
since 1975
printed. ar
CSIUnder
newsletter

.
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and"the. Environment.

TheBa1aJice of Survival
March 14

'.

. .

. BSU staff, faculty and students are invited to
, participate in this live, interactive video-confer, ence explorinJ! energy options for the nation and
; the world. This conference is part seven in an
eleven part series focusing on America's current
: energy sources, future choices and the environmental and national concerns that emerge from
both. The program moderator and host is Mr.
.Hoddtng Carter III. former State Department
: spokesman. Don't miss this unprecedented op; portunity to interact in this ambitious national
. debate. The conference wlll be held at 11:30 a.m.
- 2p.m. in the Simplot/Micron Technology Center,
room 210. Please as.v.p. at 385-349"2.

Street Book/Gallery Fourth Writers Read
'16

; Read wlll feature Penelope Reedy and William
iker from Twin Falls, along with Steve Puglisi from
o.
Reedyhas been the editor /publisherofThe Redneck
>fLiterature, ajournal ofwestern American literature
)75. Recently she has organized, edited, published,
and distributed an underground newsletter called
ierground at the College of Southern Idaho .. It is a
ter of issues and ideas ntghlighting intellectual purthe College. Many ofher poems have been published.
1 Studebaker teaches writing and directs the Honors
rat the College of Southern Idaho. He writes prose,
and poetry. His latest collection of poetry, The Rat
the Company Dump, was recently released by
ost Press. It focuses, metaphorically, on Idaho's
xk" mtntng culture. Steve Puglisi has also recently
ed a book of poetry.

entng with David
rfield's distinctive
'nroll, romance
sudrawn ..record ..
"tohiS live perforsetals around the
lis extraordinary

March 16.

'

Events (ages 5 - adult): observed trails,
safety clinics. BMX beginners, bicycle
rodeo and more. Sponsored by Wheels
Are Fun,' this free event wlll be held at
Ann Morrison Park from noon to 4 p.m,

Lecture by
"Steel MagnoUas"
author
Robert HarUng+.,
March 14

Idaho Zoological Society Logo Contest
March 15 deadline
The Idaho Zoological Society invites local artists
and students to participate in a contest for selec, tton of a logo for the 1991 Feast For The Beast.
Feast For The Beast is a dinner/dance sponsored
by Friends of the ZOo,the Idaho ZOologicalSociety.
The third annual zoofart has been scheduled for
Sep. 13 among the beasts on the zoo grounds.
Proceeds from the event wlll be used for capital
improvements at ZOoBoise.
'
The contest winner will receive two tickets to the
gala evening. a value of $100. They wlll also be
recognized at the event and in the Friends of the
ZOonewsletter. The logo wlll be used to promote
the event, and on a special-label wine that wlll be
served and sold at the feast.
Contest entries must be delivered or mailed to the
Idaho ZOological Society, 355 North Julia Davis
Drive, Boise, Idaho, 83702. The contest closes at
5 p.m., March 15. 1991. For more Information,
contact Vera Noyce at 384-4125.

BSUClarinet Professor Rltchard
Maynard to give recital
March 21

'

Visiting professor of clarinet at BSU.
Rltchard Maynard wlll present a variety 'of
pieces at 7:30 p.m, in the Morrison Center
Recital Hall. Maynard wlll be accompanied by pianist Ruth Huetigg and Nancy
Galvin. The concert is part of the BSU
Faculty Artists Series. Tickets are $4
general admission, $2 seniors and free to
students at the door.
Forlnformation. call 888-4043, code 5906.

March 11

WheelsAre Fun on the Greenbelt

t-.

Starts
at
the
Amphitheatre
at 10
Choose a one-mile, 5kID or
lOkm walk/run.
Sponsored
by BSU P.E. Majors Club. Call
385-3475 for Information.

-/

settings and the
ses, Van Halen,
arry Belafonte,
brtel, Copperfield
1t 5:30 and 8:30
n Center. Tickets
hrough all Select-

-,-:$

March 16

Two Vocal Groups

iossfble Illusions

l\',

Just Do It for Fun Run

.

As part of the Idaho

Invitational Theatre
Festival, "Steel Magnolias" author Robert
Harling wlll give a free
lecture and, time allowing, a question and '"
answer session at the
. SPEC at 7:30 p.m,

.

SlngOfFreedom

Music expressing America's heritage of
religious expression and freedom wlll tie the
focus of a concert by two BSU vocal groups
at 7:30 p.m. in the Morrison Center Recital
Hall. The concert wlll also honor the 300th
anniversary of the death ofW. A Mozart.
Featured
vocalists
wllI be the
Melsterstngers, directed by BSU music
professor Gerald SChroeder, and the Vocal
Jazz Ensemble, directed by Teny Vevig of
. the Boise public schools. The BSU Instrumental Ensemble, under the direction of
Craig Purdy also wlll play.
Tickets are $4 general admission, $2 seniors
and free to students at the door. For information, call 888-4043, code 5906.

Performers sought for
"Arts For Kids Night"
June 22
Hundreds of children and
their parents are expected to
attend an outdoor' program
, by performing artists June
22 in the Grove. Performing
artists, who will be paid. are
needed to bring the two-hour
show to life. Ifyou are interested in sharing your talent
and joy of performing with
children, please contactJode
Stella at the Boise City Arts
Commission, P.O. Box 1015,
.Boise. ID 83701. or call 3844264. "Arts for Kids Night" is
sponsored by the Boise City
Arts Commission.

Close Ties
March 15,16,22,23
The Stage Coach Theatre at
Playhouse 2000 presents
CloSe Ties, a moving drama
about a family facing a contemporary
problem.
Alzheimer's disease, with wit
and humor. The play is directed by Randy Krawl and
stars Nancy Suiter. Curtain
time for all shows is 8: 15
p.m. Tickets are $6 general
admission and $5 for seniors.
Early reservations are advised. CalI342-2ooofortickets and Information. (Stage
Coach Theatre at Playhouse
2000 is located at Kootenai
and Federal Way.)

•
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ISU shoots Broncos out of Big Sky playoffs
."

'

by Jim Covillon

t

The University News

_

For the majority of those who
peruse the sports section of the paper, this is old news; on Wednesday, March 6 the Idaho State Vandals put the stops on a month long
dream. The Vandals defeated the
Broncos 73-69 in an upset to knock
Boise State out of the Big Sky Tournament.
After starting the conference
season poorly, it looked as if the
.Broncos would never have achance
to do more than bring up the cellar
in the Big Sky. Then the wild,
delirious ride began. The Broncos
started on a big roll, thumping all
" ,,-. the teams that put a hurt on them in

the first half of the season. 'T' got
tough, Sanor took charge, Fikes
started skying, Jones cleared the
boards and Vaughn started running
and gunning. The bench was full
and strong. Everyone on the team
displayed courage. Trotter came
off the bench game after game with
a broken wrist and played some of
the best ball ever. Humprey was
hurt, Robinson hung up his football
pads and put on his Nikes. The
winning streak was extended to
seven games and with every victory the grumbling by fans and the
questions about Bobby Dye's
coaching grew more silent until they
became forgotten memories of an
earlier season.
The amazing
Broncos became invincible. The
first team to hold Nevada below 50
points in 12 years, sweeping the
southern swing through the confer-

ence. Opposing coaches were saying on the eve of the tournament
how Boise State was THE team
goingintotheplayoffs. Somepeople
even dreamed too far into the future
and contemplated thoughts of the
Broncos extending their victories in
the NCAA's, the Road to the Final
Four.
The visions of a great season
didn't start crumbling until the last
few minutes of the game with the
score University of Idaho 67, Boise
State University, 66 at the 2:40
minute mark. The damage had been
done however, arelatively unknown
by the name of Corey Bruce had just
scored hisfifth 3-pointer in a row to
give the Bengals the lead. This shot
was the last one for Bruce in the
game. He had come in at about the
11:30 mark and promptly scored a
3-pointfieldgoal. He ended up with

'.

shot bringing the
20 points including a 4-point play. long-range
Bruce was fouled as he lofted a 3- Bengals closer with the score 53pointer, the result was the ball went 47. The rest is history.
What happened? The Broncos
10 and so did his following free
throw. This was hard to take since made more mistakes than the
the rest of the game went pretty Bengals. The Idaho State press
started working as they cut the lead
much the Broncos way.
The Bengals opened up the scor- and then took it for good with
ing and led four to nothing when Bruce's last shot (score: BSU 66
Boise State started scoring. With ISU 67). Boise State was able to
11: 15 remaining in the first half the score only two more points with
almost three minutes remaining. It
Broncoshadcompletedan
It-point
run and the scor stood at 22-8 in didn't help that the Bronco's longBoise State's favor. Idaho State range weapons were not hitting
started chipping at the lead and at. when they were needed most.
Thank you Coach Dye and the
halftime they were only behind by
eight points, 38-30. The second Broncos especially seniors Jeff
half started with Boise State again Sanor, Jon Johnson and Darryl
Wright.
building a lead, after five minutes
You gave so much this season,
the score stood at 47-36. Three
more pluses than minuses. From
minutes later at 12:15, the l l-point
lead was still there at 51-40. Then doubters to believers in the span of
Bruce came in and sunk his first one month.

BSU gymnasts leap to season high scores
Will host San Jose
State on March 16
by Gr~ Knight

The University News

they scored a 187.7 in a three-way
meet in the Pavilion last weekend
(Mar. 2).

The BSU gymnastics
team
reached a season high scoring plateau for the third straight week as

The score propelled the Broncos
into the No. 19 ranking in the nation, while finishing second to fifth
ranked Utah and beating No. 23

Washington. Once again the Bron- with a 9.6 and second on the floor
cos competed with six gymnasts
with another 9.6.
performing in all four events and all
Junior Debbie Justus finished
oflendin$ahandintheteam'srise
second on the beam with a 9.65,
in the national standings.,
while Junior Anne Staker won the
BSU sophomore
Chrissy
bars competition with a 9.65 , tied
Koennecker won the vault with a with Seeley for second on the floor
9.65 and finished a strong fourth in with a 9.6 and finished fifth in the
the all-around with a 37.75. Junior
all-around with a 37.65. AlsocomLiz Seeley was second on the vault. ,petingJortheBroncos
wasTracey

Kalin and Noelle Draggoo.
After a bicycle trek to Taco Bell
last week, the Broncos host their
fmal meet of the season against San
JoseState,SaturdaY,at2
p.m, in the
Pavilion, before travelling to the
Western Athletic Conference
Championships on March 23.
',,;
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LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!

t

,
t
t
t

Famous U.S. Women's Ski Team Diet

During the non-mow off season the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
~embers used the "Ski Team" diet to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. That's right'1'- F,0pounds in 14 days! The basis of the diet is chemical food action and was devised
a famous Colorado physician especially for the U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy
ismaintained (vel}' importantl) while reducing. You keep "fulI" -no starvation
i- because the diet is designed that way. It's a diet that is easy to folIow whether
fYou work, travel or stay at home.
I
This is, honestly, a fantastically successful diet If it weren't, the U.S.
IWomen's Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it! Right? So, give yourself the
~ame break the U.S. Ski Team gets. Lose weight the scientific, proven way. Even
iifyou've tried all the other diets, you owe it to yourself to try the U.S. Women's Ski
fream Diet That is, if you really do want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. Order
!today. Tear this out as a reminder.
.
,.
SendonlyS10.00(S10.s0
forRushService)- to: SUmQulk, P.O. Box 103, ,
2R, Hayden, ID 83835. Don't order unless you want to lose 20 pounds in

,by
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Debbie Justus scores a 9.65 on the beam durin

The First Presbyterian Church
......

welcomes all BSU students!

/lerefoP'tll/otoP' hrlf
WELCOMES VISITORS TO
ANTHONY LAKE'S
SNOW RODEO.

--Till' ...

RVSpaces
Kitchenettes
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

950 WEST STATE STREET
BOISE,IDAHO 83702 .

1..800.~932·9220
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Opinion
Stories from a
couch potato

Men's and women's tennis full of
international flair--and victories

My favorite time of the yearincluding Christmas--has arrived:
by Dirk Mattheus
March Madness.
HSUTennis Team
No, this term does not refer to
three-page exams or press releases
from the BSU Athletic Director's
office; March Madness is the college.basketball·,season .. ;;",,;.:;.,
WhentheBSUmen'stennisteam
ESPN: le~ds a huge hand-in tbe'l1 .,travetIed 'to Moscow last spring to
transformabOn of regular, couch , play in the' Big Sky.Conference
potatoes into college hoop junkies.
Championships, few people exThe Network's Championship Week peeted them to gain much more
consists of 30 some games from
thanarespeetablefinish. However,
coastto coast including an alphabet
the team rose to the occasion and
soup of conferences. The MAAC,
finished a narrow second placeNEAC,SEAC,WACand MVCare
coming within one match of winjust a few of the leagues shown last ning the Big Sky title.
week on ESPN, leading to this
This year, the core of that team
week's start of the Big Dance for all remains, and the addition of a few
the marbles-with
Nevada-Las
newcomers again make the BronVegas the pre-tournament favorite.
cos a definite contender for the Big
Ittakes a real hoop fan to appreSky title. The strength of the men's
ciate ESPN. My friends and family
tennis team has already been demthink I belong in a padded room
onstrated by its 6-1 record this seawhen I tell them I skipped school
son. This mark includes road vicand/or work to watcha rerun of the tories over Big Sky rivals Idaho,
midnight~ame between Hawaii and
Montana and Eastern Washington;
New MeXICOat 8 arn., followed by as well as triumphs over Lewis and
a Metro Atlantic first round game
Clark State, Portland State and
between Florida: State and South
WashingtonStatefromthePac-10.
Carolina.
The Broncos' dominance has
After a short break for lunch
best been characterized in the play
(consisting of a peanut butter sandof its doubles teams. In fact, the
wichandabeer)andthenoonSports
number two team of Mike Burns
Center, a loser-out/winner-In slug
and Michael Parker coupled with
fest developed between St. Francis,
the number three team of Dirk
Pa., of. the Northeast Conference
Mattheus and Jeff Perkins sport a
anda sungy Fordham team. Ialmost
combined 11-0 record.
couldn't stand the excitement as
Biims and 'Perkins are' the lone
players with nicknames like Hands,
seniors and are co-captains of this
Lefty and Slick lose to a team from
year's team. Burns is a fierce comSt. Francis that resembles a 1950's
petitor on the tennis court (10-1
YMCA squad complete with black
record), while Perkins, a Boise nahigh tops.
.
tive, is the defending Big Sky numI slept through the ensuing Midber three doubles champion with
Continent Conference ChampionParker.
ship game in which WisconsinParker, a junior known for his
Green Bay won their first tournaNew Zealand accent and dis tinment bid ever. .A colorful hoop
guished dress, is also the defending
update followed as 'ESPN's John
Big Sky number six singles player.
Saunders reeled off scores from
Mattheus is a sophomore who
teams with mascots like the Red
hails from the great white north of
Flash, Zips and Hatters (of Stetson
Ontario, Canada. His inspirational
University, of course). What ex- play has left him undefeated after
actly is a Red Flash and what does
the first two road trips.
one look like?
Jeff Griffith and Steve Ditter,
Despite the afternoon lull, I sophomore and freshman respecquickly awakened for a 5 p.m.
tively, also make their homes in
showdown between Dayton and
Boise. Griffith has the hardest topEvansville. The game was quite a spin hit of any college player west
one sided affair as Dayton ran away
of the Mississippi, while Ditter has
with a 71-59 victory. The highlight
earned valuable experience.
of my evening, however, was the
The Broncos' number one and
Georgia State (Atlanta'S other
two singles players are freshmen
school-constantly
in the shadow
Nick Battistella
and Francis
of the Yellow Jackets of Georgia
Chartier. Battistella was one of
Tech), Arkansas-Littlerock grudge
Australia's best juniors, and the
match. A: gante which ended as .' weight.lifting fanatic has beaten
Georgia State also won its first ever . several world ranked players.
tournament bid.
Chartier, from Quebec,Canada, was
Somehow it seems fitting that ranked fourth in Quebec and 12th in
after a week of games involving
Canada in the 18-and-undersingles
lesser known schools from around
bracket.
the nation, ESPN's final conferFreshmanTanwirRahman,from
ence championship game was the Bangladesh, rounds out the BronSaturday mghtshowdown between
cos team. He is currently taking a
two more familiar schools: Monhiatus from the team and is in his
tanaand Idaho.
nativecountry attempting to qualify
fortheBangIadeshDavisCupTeam.
Practice has been difficult for
the Broncos, as adverse weather
conditions such as snow and freezing temperatures thwarted practice
plans. The future, however, looks
Christmas came early for the ISU bright for both the men's and
women's teams as a new indoor
Bengals as an unknown player hailing from an unknown town shot the tennis facility south of theBSU
campus has a planned completion
Broncos out of the Big Sky Condate of April 1.
ference Playoffs.
Upcoming road matches for the
Fittingly, the win last Wednesday'evening will probably be the Bronco men include at Utah, Air
last of1991 for any ISU men's or Force, Brigham Young, St. Mary's
Nevada-Las Vegas. Oregon, Idaho
women's teams.

Player from
nowhere

Page 9

and Washington State. Their lone
schedule break may come in the
possibility of hosting the Big Sky
Conference Championships
in
May.
by Greg Knight

Mik~:Burris ..'

..

.6-1

Mich~elParker

5-2

Jeftperkills

3~5'.

.".

Jeff Griffith ...••.••.••..
·····.4-2·.

Dirk Mattberis •.•....
..... 2~{)
F;al1~i~b~artiir.6~1·
Nic~··~attistella

4-2

~anwirkahman
.. ::":::.

.'. 0-2

'::'

Fiona Macleod from Auckland,
New Zealand is also undefeated at
3-0.
Rounding out the Bronco squad
isjunior Vicki Boas from Flintridge,
Calif.; Boise native Sarah Shin (0I), a senior; Deidre Dunphy (3-1)
from Lusaka, Zambia;
Piper
The BSU women's tennis team LaBarge. (1-2) from Dallas;
travelled to Seattle last weekend to sophomore Lisa Denton from Fairsquare off against Washington,
way, Kan.; Ronna Rhodes (1-3) a
Seattle and Seattle Pacific.
junior from Tyler, Texas; and
The weekend of March 3-4, the freshmen Toni Sinclair and Sara
women lost their first match of the Swanson form Twin Falls and
season to Idaho State 7-2, leaving Boise.
their overall record at 3-1.
The Bronco women must play at
The women's team contains as Nevada, Cal State-Fullerton and
much international flavor as the Utah State, among others, before
men's team with players from three hosting the Big Sky Championships
countries. Senior Diana Rogers
on April 27-28.
from Sheridan, Wyo., leads the team
with a 4-0 record, while sophomore
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La .legion . etrangere
by Michael Parker

BSUTennis Team
Of all the sports teams on the
BSU campus, only the tennis team
can be described by the term
"epicurean" (for the less cultured,
this term means lovers of fine
wine, women and song). The
tennis team must be the most
culturally and ethnically diverse
team on campus. From French
Flair to Australian agro, they have
it all.
Around campus, their "class"
. shows not only n their maner but
in their dress as well. No dirty,
smelly sweats, wooly hats or
ragged hair can be seen on tennis
players. Instead,theclothofYves
St. Laurent, the leather of Gucci
and the smell of Armani accompany their every move.
Tennis players don't seek to
exchange idle gossip or relate
sexual conquests. They would
rather trade tales of adventure
from their native Australian
outback. New Zealand coastline,
French Riviera and Canadian
wilderness.
Over the past few months this
group of four Americans, one
Canadian, a Frenchman, a New
Zealander, an Australian and a
Bangladeshi have been playing
their "joie de vie". in different
parts of the country. Crusading
against Pac-l0 and Big Sky
Conference teams they have a
season record of 6-1.
The foreign flair of the tennis
team has arrived on the BSU
campus, and don't be surprised if
it leads them to a conference ring
at the years end.

Viva la legion etrangere!

....

ANTHONY
LAKES
MOUNTAIN RESORT & SKI AREA

FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
MARCH 30N31
9 A.M.-4 P.M.

COMPETITIVE EVENTS:
BARREL RACING, SNOLF (SNOW GOLF),
LUNCH TRAY SLED RACES (FOR KlDSOHLYl
DAY LlFTTICKET REQUIRED - NO ENTRY FEE
SINGLE CHAIR RIDE TO TOP AND BACK FOR DANCING AND FUN-SUO
CALL BAKER COUNTY VISITOR & CONVE~T10N BUREAU 1-800-523-1235
hoW ........
,.. ..... Onpllntonwr ......
t.;otilt .... r;n, ... n1.... \ItI.tIOnpI_
on-o ....
DON'T MISS "THE BUD BOARD BASH" MARCH 23 ..24
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4:20p.m.
March 151s
Wed., April 3, at 6 p.m. - 8 p.m .
·heOls,.openedth~Winter()n
the
. Pray Day
BSUFaculty,Staff,
secOnd .floorqfthestudent.union.
For more intormauon call 385..•·.Students can dine .....•...
The Chi Alpha students nrganizaneollsigns and lll!ge . tion is sponsoring a Pray BSU day 1747.
t~ge'her.free at Tab!e Brightcolors,
windows make the cafe a funlUld
9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.rn. Fri., March 15
·..·... ·RockCafe
.•·.··
...·.···••·
.. reIaxing:place/fo~students·
.and
BSU President's
OOodfOOdand ··g()()d·.companY .
in Room 119 of the Technical Edufacultyt()~xchangejdeas
ina
writing contest open
awaitfaculty ,staff and students
cation Center. Duane Buhler, su>

comfortable environOlenL· ..•. ....•.
who would like to share a free meal
.....
TheofferJsgoo4anyd.3y;f()l'lllty
at the new TableRockCafe
in the
nieal;··)ustinvite
a student you
~UB,Facultyand
staff members
wishtodiriewith
andcllUtheOfencouraged .to invite students
living inthe residence halls to meet fice of StUdent Residential Life for
for breakfast, lunchor dinner at the afree Inesil pass 19 the Table Rock
.
newly renovated dining hall. ....•... Cafe ....• -.••·•
For information, call SRL at 385.Thecafe, with its salad bar, burger 3986.
.
.
bar and other tantalizing new menu
this Alpine adventure, Nampa
Fellowship Aid
climber
Jeff Levis will offer a free
available for American
show presentation. On March
Indian college students slide
14, Levis' slides will show the
The American1ndilin
Graduate
grandeur of the Himalayas and the
Center (AIGC) of Albuquerque,
New Mexico has announced that its danger of high altitude climbs.
applications for fellowship grants Catch your breath and a little Alfor the 1991-92 year are now avail- pine excitement on Annapurna IIat
able for American Indian and Alaska the Benchmark Outdoor Store on
Native graduate students in all fields Vista Ave., in Boise. Show begins
at 7:30 p.m, and is free and open to
of graduate study at the masters,
the public.
" ..•.. doctorate and professional degree
... level. To be eligible a student must
be from a federally-recognized tribe,
political Science
attending an accredited graduate
discusses
school, and be enrolled as a fullreapportionment
time graduate student in a graduate
BSU Political Scientist to discuss
degree program.
AIGC fellowship awards are based reapportionment during fettuccine
forum.
onastudent'sunmetneedafterthey
BSU political science professor
have applied for aid at campus fiGary Moncrief
will present
nancial aid offices. The deadline
"Drawing the Line: Reapportionfor the 1991-92 year is June 3Eligible students must request ap- ment in Idaho" during the noon
plication packets individually by Fettuccine Forum at Noodles restaurant Mon., March 11 .. The
contacting:
American Indian
fettuccine
forum is presented
Graduate Center, 4520 Montgommonthly
by
the BSU College of
ery Blvd. NE,Suite I-B,AlbuquerSocial Sciences and Public Affairs
que, NM 87109, (505) 881-4584.
in conjunction with Noodles, which
is located at Sixth and Main in
Alpinists' Slideshow
&,
In the fall of 1990 a team of downtown Boise. Those attending
American Alpinists made a bold the presentation may purchase their
assault on Annapurna IIin the Hi- lunchatNoodlesorbringtheirown.
For more information, call the Colmalayan Range. The expedition
fell short of the summit because of lege of Social Sciences and Public
high winds. To tell the story behind Affairs at 385-3776.

are

BSU students are invited to submit manuscripts through April 5 for
the 1991 BSU President's Writing
Contest,
Writers can submit 1,000-2,000
word manuscripts in any or all of
four categories: "personal," "expository," "critical" and "technical." Only one manuscript per
category can be entered. Essays
prepared for course work are eligible, but previously published esPhotos of Hemingway's says are not. Entrants must be
Cuban home on dispray currently enrolled BSU students.
First and second prizes of $150
in BSU library
Free Income Tax
and $75 will be awarded in each of
Color photographs
of Ernest
Assistance
Hemingway's Cuban home, main- the four categories.
Beta Alpha Psi, the student acInquiries and manuscripts should
tained as a museum, are on display
counting organization at BSU, is
through May 30 at the BSU li- be addressed to Orvis Burmaster,
providing free income tax asistance
Room 224 in the Liberal Arts, 385- to lower income individuals every
brary.
1246.
.
Hemingway's furniture, books,
Wednesday, beginning at 6:30p.m.
hunting trophies and personal efat St Paul's catholic Center. This
fects are preserved as when he left
Cuba in 1960 in the wake of the
Cuban Revolution.
The photographs were taken in 1988 by John
~~i~t~i~i~~~r~;a~~~i~~9·.I~@
de Groot, author of the play Papa
.../··•.•
MorrisonCenter)\.· •..
« ••tnusic PrPfessOr (}eriild Schroeder;·
which premiered at BSU. De Groot
.Mtisic.· •••
expr~~~jngArriiri~a!s\aridilieVocalJazi:Eriseffibl~dP
donated the photographs to BSU,
.heritageOfreligi()~~xPiesSiQ~aitd:·~~~~~~~;~~~~~W~~~;
along with a collection of books and
research
materials
about
Hemingway.
o
f
The display is on the third floor of
ta
MomSonCenterRecitillHaltThe
••..
··•..•...
:.·.\I.·~·.o
•...
.•..
·.·.n.n.i
•..
·.c.,o
.•..
·.Ire
•.•··•...•...•.
C.
$.•.·•r.·•2ts
.·1IJse
...•.
..•.
•.ar
•.•.·
..•
gn
..·eIPuf.·
..•
o··
.•·.$4i:s
.•.
..:··d.:....•...•....
·•·ar.·.g·
•..·n.·.;.·.e.·da.·
..n.•.l.se·.r.·
.......•...
•..·•·
...•..··...•
.•·.w··
.·l....•..••..
.·••·
•.·i.·.·
•..•
at·l
. l.o·.drii.·
..·p·•·.·
ls.·····a.ti·u·i·.·.·
..•. ..~_.·j•..•.•
r ee
the library.
cbriceit31sQ\VIU$onbiilie300ffi "
1

perintendent of the Southern Idano
Assemblies of God, will speak at
7:30p.m.
According to student member
Delmar Stone all Christians are invited to pray for the campus. The
group is also conducting a fundraiser to translate the Bible into
Albanian.
For more information, contact
Stone at 344-8659.

<~i~~~~~~~r£~1~i~R
•••••
·.•••

c~I~Ii~~~lCcmenWEns,m~M~~~~

Green the Gulch
Fundraiser

.·~6ill£~Q~.·.~·~.··.4§th.··.ef·Yf.;~;··.··.~~'l~~~~~
...
·.···.·Fealili'edvocalislSwillioo)the>
...()
.................,</

The Hull's Gulch Nature Preserve
is sponsoring a Saint Patrick's day
evening of farnily fun, food and
entertainment Proceeds will go to
help preserve the Hull's Gulch wetlands area. There'll be lots oflrish
food, a Highlands bagpiper and a
slide show featuring some of the
flora and fauna found in the Gulch.
The fun begins at 5 p.m. at the
·.·s·
·to·r·ical.M·U·S·.·· ·.e·
·um· . mountains,cWtyolls.and.
rivers ..•. Mardi Gras, 615 S. 9th. Admission
'Nerealllltl1l'~Str()llgh()ldforthe
H
is $5 for adults, $3 for children and
•..•.
pr.
ese..•.
nt.9 ..S.•....I.i...~.e
.•..
S •.hO..WMU"Wll1".an4Carnp~reef'Orlcswas
...•..... ·Paiute~ri~ialjs.4iliiri8>tl\eSri3ke
..·.. $15 for families. For additional
...J.{en~Swanson,Histoncal··
information call 338-5489.
sc:um'Ad~inistiatOr, will present ··abaridoried iit1871;KenSwanSon
aslideillustrated lecture on"<:amp
fU'stbci:luIl~intei'cilte(Jiriihelittle
~~:~~'~~~~~tol~~
atTp~tn;Thisisthesecoridin

the

• ~ '. ' /,,,:',,:

Steel Msgnolls'sauthor
to feature keynote
theatre arts festival

Rooort Harling, the author of the
award-winning play and film Steel
Magnolias, will present the keynote talk at the Idaho Invitational
Theatre Arts Festival, 7:30 p.m.
Thurs., March 14 at the SPEC .
Harling was working as an actor
in New York City when the death of
his sister in 1985 inspired him to
tum his grieving into his first play,
Steel Magnolias. He was then
Career/Major
signed to write the screenplay of the
choice
Workshops
··.·.·.·.~~~·~~f~ffi~t~c:m~~'~il~.~
..
mm version for producer Ray Stark.
Have
you
decided
on
a
major
yet?
·sOuthOf'Jordfulyalle
·jtf1978~
If not, come into the Career Plan- The film starred Sally Field, Julia
ning and Placement Office in the Roberts, Shirley MacLaine. Dolly
Administration Building,Room 123 Parton, Olympia Dukaldsand Daryl
. sponse:thatthe9YVYheet4ilitary·
and sign up for a workshop. Learn Hannah.
District{inCl~~ingcaiiii>Thi~
Harling's
second screenplay,
how to make that decision on which
Forks,"didn~tEX:i~t'W
...........<
.
Soapdish, is currently being filmed
career
is
best
for
you.
Three
work.. Admission
HistOrical Tues"
under the direction of Michael
shops are being offered at different
.~)'.Siri~be.dh Jfs.·
.•..
th~g.·.·Fe.
#~~d ;.0. )"fS.t.h3 times. You need only sign up for Hoffman,aBSU graduate. His third
. lormem
rso·
e nen so.·
...
screenplay, Homemade Sin, is ex.·HistOriClil¥~selJJ1li<:;Oin}Jlimen-·.·· one.
pected to begin filming this sumSaL,
March
16,
at
10
a.m.·
noon
·.·taryrefies~ll1erits3i'esc:ivedfol-i
Thurs., March 21, at 2:30 p.m. - mer .
.. IOwingtheill·ogr3ql;·
.... .
.

··rr~~~fe~i~~~frButs;~~~~~::
••..•
·.

'r •.~~=~j~~~.ili¢··
.
Histpncal Museum and ISopen to
thepu1>lic; ..•... .•.......••. •.....
...Located ..where. three streams
convergetoform therriainOwyhee
River,C~p.'fhree
FprkSwasll
U;S;J\iriJyoutpOsiestablishediJ1
J8.66@protectearlysettlers,
miners·and\yagon trainsfrOrrihostile
Indiaris~Howevet,therUgged
.-,

> .. -..
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George Curry
on Campus and in America."

·-A national correspondent and the New York bureau chief for the Chicago Tribune.

l..............

-.A leader of the National Association of Black Journalists.

Free
.

SUB Ballroom 7:30pm-9:00pm
to Students
$2.00 admis~ion for the general public

J--'"

( . sponsoredby the Black Student Union, BSU Executive offices, Student Union and
.---....

The Seattle Group Theatre will
present "Ibsen: Scene and Reseen, "
8:30.10 am. Fri., March IS in the
SPEC. This unique presentation fo. cuses on one scene from Ibsen's A
Doll's House. Without varying the
text, the scene is re-enacted from
three radically different approaches,
emphasizing the individual audience member's role in critical interpretation. A discussion between the
actors and the audience will intersperse each scene.
Both events are free and open to
the public. The festival is sponsored by ASBSU, BSU Foundation, College of Arts and Sciences,
College of Education , departments
of theatre arts and English, the honors program and the interdisciplinary studies in the humanities.

Activities office, University News, and the Idaho Press Club

NO GIMMICKS· .
~
EXTRA INCOME NOWI~
ENVELOPE SlUFFING-

$800. _~

Freelletails: SASEIo
Broobl
P.O.llcIl6101lOHl

...
R.32111

...

.. J

j

.,

annual· service by the groUp provides help to retired people, students
and others.
For more information, contactaccounting department chairman Bill
Lathen at 385-3461.

Deadline Is April 1 for
scholarships offered to
those studying
Basques in Spam
Students who have yeamed to
study the Basque culture and language abroad. are encouraged to
apply for scholarships. The scholarships are available to students
participating
in the University
Studies
Abroad
Consortium
(USAC), of which BSU is a member .
The Domingo Ansotegui-Fereday
Memorial
Scholarship,
which
awards between $4,000-$7,000 annually, is offered only to Idaho students participating
in the San
Sebastian program.
The Sally Hacker Memorial
Basque language Scholarship,
which awards three $1 ,200 scholarships during the summer, fall and
spring programs, is offered to those
who will study the Basque language
in either Bayonne, France or San
Sebastian.
Application deadline for the sum·
mer semester is April 1.
USAC is composed of nine universities in the United States. France,
Italy, Spain and Chile. Since 1983,
more than 1,000 students have participated in USAC programs.
BSU is also a member of the
Northwest Institutional Council on
Study Abroad (NlCSA), aconsortium of nine universities in four
states. For more than 25 years
NICSAhasofferedpro~sabroad
that allow students to hveand study
overseas as part of their university
experience.
.
For more information, call BSUs
Office of Continuing Education'lit'
385-3652.
""

;
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BY JOYCE JILLBoN

Mercury enters Aries on
Monday, sharpening ewryone's wit. An
Aquarian moon makes it .asociable day, so
stop by the student union for colfee around
midday. Wednesday morning you should
proofreadand review notes while you haw
a sharp eye for detall. Spend the afternoon
relaxing,catching up on routine duties. The
moon Is void of course, bringing a little
respite from declslw aetlon.
A Pisces moon on Thursday
makes It hard to get out of bed and get to
class. Attendanos will be down on Friday,
when the same lazy moon plus Jupiter
opposite Saturn make you feel like doing
anything BUT duty. Find a safe escape for
your fenced-In feelings resolution regarding
goals and values. On Saturday, the new
moon calis for a fresh resolution regarding
goals and values.
ARIES (March 21-ApriI19). Mercury enters
Aries Monday and you become the
smartest,quickest (and sometimes moat
sarcastic)of the Wholegang. Use this
transit to make oral presentations, write
papers. and meet all demands of your
schedule. A little nervous edge could creep
up this week, especially while your Mars
ruler remalns In GeminI. Impatienos"can
work agalnst you, snapping at slow peopie
should be avoided.
Eat pienty of mineral-rich foods. Talk an old
friend into being a new love on Wednesday.
Get out alone on Friday, take up a solitary
exercise routine. Saturday and next
Sunday,you haw personality plus.
TAURUS (ApriI2O·May 20). Friends are
arrxlousto giw advice, and !hey can shed
light on some Important areas. so listen.
Studying Is 80 much easier this week with
Mercury in Aries. Allow yourself to withdraw
Into a world 01 your own. for you've a busy
spring ahead and.this time of meditation and
close attention to !he books will prepare you
lor the more outgolng days to oome. A
study group at your house will be very
producdw Friday. The new moon In ArIes
on Saturday further emphasizes personal
growth and an ewareness of your abilities to
help make !he world a bener place.
GEIrIINI(May 2hJune 21). Mercury's move
Into Aries is big news fOryou, as It Inaeases
your Interest In classwork and Improves
your social life. Aquarius individuals come
In handy the next few weeks. Save some
speclal timefor friends on Wednesday, and
take edvantage of a chanos to meet new
peoP1D
•. Oon·tskip class on Friday, rio i
manor whatlriends try to talk you Into doing.
The new moon on Saturday Is In your career
and leadership sector; Irs a great day to set
long-term goals, put In your bid lor elecdw
ollios, or call your dad. There will be a party
on St. Patrick's Day next Sunday. but keep
it low·key.
CANCER (June 22.July 22). Monday is
best lor doing research or anything that
takes Intense concentration. Don't miss any
class meetings the next lew weeks. Public
speaking can pay oil lor you now - giw
oral presentations, if possible. Emphasize
thrift in all your activities. A Pisces moon on
Thursday and Friday Is good from an
intellectual perspective. Finish up by Friday
whatever you've ieft hanging, so you Can
use the new mcon vibrations for a Iresh
start. On Saturday do something new and
adventurous - visit a special bookstore,
attend a lecture or see a classic film. Next
Sunday Is good lor solitary pursuits.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22). You can enjoy the
company 01 those you admire Monday
through Wednesday. You're leamlng at
least as much Irom relationships as from
classes this year, so take your social time
seriously. With Mercury in Aries, conversa·
tion will open your mind to new ways of
thinking. You might plan a trip to the home
of your good Irlend. On Friday, hold
conferenceswith experts. The new moon
Saturday marks the beginning.ola cycle 01
revelatiorllOr you - name the mysteri&s' ,
that you would like rewaled.' Sliriday Is·'
en\lrgetlcand !ldventurous: get:some, •.:. i:'.
exercise, walk to the bookstore.,
.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22.) Your magic
touch with details peaks Monday through

WE NEED

SELF-MOTIVATED
. SlUDENTS.
EAlltUPTO$1O/111.

\

I

collegiate crossword

'~~~-

Maroh 11

Wednesday. as your Mercury ruler helps you
ftndjust the book, quotation or Informationyou
need to present your thoughts. This Is a great
week to pamper yourself with highly nutritional
loods and circulatlon·stlmulatlngwalks. On
Wednesday, you're thrown by an assignment
yOU'del!her lorgotten or didn't properly
understand: don't worry, you're protected by
research already completed or personal
knowledge you have. Saturday, the new moon ,..,."I"':'T''''''''''''''''
Is In your low sector: a one-to-one relationship 1..:;;I~.;f.;~
can be strengthened.
UBRA (Sept. 23.Qc1.23). The Ideas of those 1-fI~~~
around you may be wry helpful while Mercury
and your Venus ruler are In Aries. Monday
through Wednesday are ftlrty and fun days; a
Gemini with a marvelous mind might capture
your heart. You're more vulnerable than usual ..,:.:.~~~~
to the Inftuence01 strong personalities. Use
wisdom In your choice 01 companions Friday.
There's a lovely chanos to attend a concert 01
film with good friends. Saturday's new moon
Is a chanos to straighten up the IIttiethings In
IIle. Shop lor necessities and Slarl a new
health program: If you must eat out. walk to the I-'"I~~
restaurant.
SCORPIO (OCt. 24-Nov. 21). Students
benefit greatiy by Mercury In Aries the next lew
weeks; get all your tedious work dorie. and
sorne major organizing. Snuggle up at home
through Wednesday. onos you've spent
Collegiate CW8718
Monday afternoon and evening straightening
@Edward Julius
up and doing repalrs. Wednesday requires
1. WoUdyou".lowollllo'
that you be quick on your leet with teachers,
YOUIIIII?
who might have pop quizzes or other little
10 Capital of Sicily
45 French re 1at i ves
ACROSS
2. WoUd you 11<.10 HI your own
unannounosd surprises lor you. Thursday and
11 Adversaries
47 Subject of the
houri?
12 Sadat succeeded him
Saturday are creative and romantic days.
movie, "Them"
1 Having magnitude
S. An you .llIo/1lOl1v1l1d?
14 Indian soldiers
Makes some personal resolutions under the
4. An you. bit cl.lInlrlpllllut'l
48 fee 11 ng honored
7 Occur
15 Sitti ng, as a
new moon Saturday: If you are serious about a
13 Underwater IC8M 50 Arrividerci
"you
anowond
YElIo
on
01
...
obovt,
statue
51
"Give
try"
new love Interest, make your first date lor
15 roll
YOUII'IIllll"'pll'ICIlIwo'"looIdnglorl
20 Suffi x for detect
52 Sparkle
16 Hug
Saturday.
AI.........
"-"
C..,a
.
23 Dutch scholar
54 "My boy"
17 Pierces with a
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 2·Dec. 21). A lew
,.......
you wi! be 1IIpOIlI
lor
25 More domineeri ng
55 State tree of
sharpened stake
weeks 01 Mercury In Aries are a special treat
placing advorttlnl on Wldn boordt.
27 Kitchen gadget
Georgia
(2
wds.)
18 Ostrichlike
bird
Youwl! .. eohav .... apporUIltylowortl
lor you. You'll take In some entertalnment,
29 Understand
57 Cleverly avoiding
19 Romangeneral
on maIlldnl ProgrwM lor
form a friendship with a younger person who
31 Illuminated
59 Arab jurisdiction
21 Dorothy's aunt,
• ArnIrIcln Expmt, Font. and Ilottcn
thinks you're !he absolute tops, and generally
33 Shout of surpri se
60 Experl ences again
~.IIlty. 1llI" 11'1 no ..... lnvcIvId.
et al.
be in an exosllent mood. Meet In personwith
36 French money
61 Famine
MlIIY 01 our """ Ilay "'"" .. Ionl aftt'
22 Cupola
those who can help you in the future. Get your
lradualon. Fo' moll lnlonnatIon, coli or
37 Antony's wife
62 rat
24 Wanders sbout
plans lor the next stage of your education or
WIttI ..
tdlowlng addlll.:
38 80wling term
25 French cheese
career under way. Through Wednesday you'l
39 Spay
26 Mortimer DOWN
40
Weari ng away
be on !he run. Stay home Thursday and
28 Desire
Friday to clear your assignment calendar. A
1 Rushes
41 Spot 29 Jim Nabors role
2 College dining room 42 Tslked wildly
fresh cycle In your home sector begins
30 pace
3 Egg part
44 On a lucky streak
32 Museumsculptures
Saturday'Snew moon - call your mom.
4 Hagman, for short
46 Most rationsl
34 Blo-CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). The new
5 Soviet sea
48 Writer Sylvia 35 Owns
moon falls In your sector of new acquaintan6 Kitchen gadget
49 Removedby an
36 Bill Haley and
ces. This Is a good week to job hunt and seek
7
Organic
part
of
editor
thesourc»sof funding for bips of cOursework.
soil
52
Capri corn
39 More inquisitive
Friday could be ~e day to get what you want.
8 Location of the
53 Mark wi th 1i lies
42 Happen again
E~phasize stability In all you endeavors; this HIRING Men· Women.
Summerl
Matterhorn
56 8lunder
43 Most COllllxm
Isn t!he time to get daring, bullO play IISafe.
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS,
g
"Harper
Valley
-"
58
Relative, for short
written word'
Saw your pennies (ewn 1.' a generous
TOUR GUIDES, RECREATIONPERSONNEL
grandparent swells your piggy bank), and take Excellent pay pius FREE travel. Caribbean,
your reputation seriously. New lriends shouid Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico.
be made to prove themselves. Catchup on
CALL NOWI Cail relundable.
600N1
correspondence: some lasting relations need 1-206-736-7000 Ext.
tending. Pay back social obligations with a
•
--.
~~~l~:~c:~~~r;:;~~~~~~YMonday
through
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CROSSWORD
PUZZLE

HELP WANTED
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Wednesday, yoU're In high gear' take part in.
whatever competitions are available. Mercury
adds to your popUlaritythe next lew weeks: NO GIMMICKS· EXTRA INCOME
yOU'llno doubt spend too much time on the NOWI ENVELOPE STUFFING-$60ophone. There's a Gemini In your life who Is $800 every week-Free Details: SASE to
determined to distract you from studies, but Brooks International. Inc., P.O. Box
you manage to handle it somehow. Thursday #680084, Orlando, FL 32868.
through saturday you can get financial allalrs Looking for 8 fraternity, sorority or
In order. Be thorough and conservatiw with student organization that would like to.
money now-you'l be glad you did. The newearn $500-$100.0 for a. one week onmoon on Saturday Is good for settling maners campus markebng project.
Must be
with your landlord or making changes In living organized and hard working.
Call
arrangements.
Cynthia or Jeanine at (800) 592-2121
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20). Finalize
ext. 120.
whatewryou can before Saturday's new
Christmas, SprlnQ brea~, Summer
moon. Complete papers, get some rest, pay TRA VE~ FRIf.E.. Air Couners needed
~Id debts, return library books. The new moon and erulseshlp Jobs. Call 1-805-682IS your personal New Year's Day. You can
7555 ext. F-1434.
resolve to make changes In your appearance. ASSEMBLER I Ea~n as much. as
style and personal habits (improving posture is $980.00 weekly workmg partlfull·bme
a good resolution). Restyleyour hair. Or just for our Company al home easy work
promise to get up when the alarm goes olf
anyone can do. Call amazing Recorded
every morning. Saturday evening Is fine lor
Message 1-212-978-3440 24 hrs.
stepping out with a Virgo who admires your
Read Books for p!ly-$45,OOO per ~style. Next Sunday. you may be In charge 01 nual.lncome potenbal. Call for amazmg
the decorations, or at least the snacks.
1e:,~s
Don't spend too much
•
-.
.
AMUSEMENT PARKS,
Holiday Resorts, Disneyland,
6 Flags, are hiring. G~at fun and get
paid tool Reserve position by calling 1805-682-7555 ext.K-1364.
The Academic Advlalng. Center for
slUdenllathletes is currently accepting
applica.tion forlU~s. The positions ~t
a~ being fille~ Inclu~ mal}tematics,
biology, ~ducati0r:', ~ngmeenn!l, phys·
ics,c:hemlstry,stati.stiCS,acx:ounting,and
enghsh. Ifyouare Interested p~~
call
385.1103 or stop by the PaVIlIOn, en·
trance #3 and ask for Fred Goode or
Dan Pavel.
.
·.>IN
Psrt.tlme: ArayougoodWlththephone?
JUST
cal.1 today;-we neoo .you. Jeny 344ONE
n81.
345-3522, Bob
Entrepreneurs.
Be 345-6603
your own boss.
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FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
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WEEK.
.

.

Earn Up to $1000 in one week

for your campus organization.

Plus a cbaDce at
$s()OOmorel

ThiS program
No Investment

worksl
needed.

.can 1-800-932-QS28 Ell.

50

"
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Have 8 CONFUCT or two??? Call
385-1440 and ask for
Student Mediation Services.
A new service available to students in
need of a helping hand and best of all
it's FREE ..
Adult Children Anonymous Meeting
Monday, Tuesday 12-1
SPEC Blue room
Open meetings
AA meetings
12-1 Monday thru Friday
University Christian Church Room 4
SOURCEQUESTI
Your information center for research
papers. AnyaubJect. 1-800-927-3407
IF YOU ARE A HEALTHY
ACCOMPUSHED MALE
this is an invitation to you to participate
in our donor C1Yobank program. There
is a tremendous need for sperm donors.
We are anon-profiteryobankdevoted
to
providing insemination
materials to
couples who suff~r from infertility. OUr
donors are notp8ld, but donate out of an .
enlightened generosity •. Donors are
selected nationally and· need not be
local. Complete protocol is proVided. If
you would like more information regarding this worthwhile program, please
Call or write: FCMP .0. Box 9449 MoscaN, 1083843 (208) B83-5511.
Wedding photogra.raphY doesn't need
tobeexpenaJvel
Weofferquality,professlonal wedding coverage at pnces
the students can alford.
Call us at
Sundance Photo·to find out how we can
fill your photographic needs: 343-1416
or378-45n. Usethemoneyyou11save
with us and have a nicer honeymoon.
Stud aervlce.
AKC Golden Cocker
seeks shortterm relationship with female
of
Msame breed. Mike 336-7340.
. .

Make big bucks selling sunglasses. No'
Inv. required. Write P.O. Box 70, Tualatin,
OR 97062
.
. . WE NEED
SELF-MOnVATED
STUDENTS
Eam up to $101hr. Market credit cardsn~:"
on campus. flexible hours. Only 10
positions available. callNow 1-800-9508472 Ext. 20

SCHOLARSHIPS,
FELLOWSHIPS.
GRANTS, ED'S SERVICES BOX 3006
BOSTON, MA 02130

PER,SONALS ,

Roommate(l) Wanted
We have 2 rooms open to MalelFemale
students with socially redeeming qualities. Beautilul5bedroomestateJust111
2 blocks INlay from campus on Uncoln
and Beacon. 1112 bath, garage, pet
optiOils available, new carpel, kitchen
flooring, etc; All this for the low-low price
of about $150.00, utilities are inclUded.
Call Dave, Ramone, and Spike at 3362181.
2 Roommates wanted. Share 4 bed- ..
room, 2 bathroom, 2 fireplace home. 1/~2 mile from BSU campus. Male or fe.
male non-smoker. $135.00 per month
plus 1/4 utilities. 343-1529.
...---------'-----

...

EXCITING JOBS IN ALAKSA
HIRING Man· Woman. SummerlV_
.
Round. Fishing, Cannaries,. Logging,

ou.nl8In1Da,ert
overla.nd Exp~l.
Mining, Construction. Oil Companl •••
tlo!'a. New club devoted to explorabon
Skilled/IJn.killed.·
Transportation
of Isolated parts of the' NorthWest now- $600
. k C LL NOWI
aee:eP.tingmembers. Mike
.... E.xpe.•.ditions
plusw,ely.
A
unhm~
336-r340.'~':~:'
..
,-20.73 •
Ext.~
,.,.,....,
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BSU'sOutdoor Adventure Program sponsors
trip to San Carlos, Mexico
By Donna Bankhead
The University News
So, have you made your plans for
spring break yet? Are you going to
spend the week catching up on
.~
homework or writing your English
paper? Maybe for a little excitement you'll go bowling or have
your car washed? And when you
really feel like kicking up yourheeIs,
you're planning on sampling the
epicurean delights under the golden
arches? OH, PUR-LEESE!!!
If
this is the best you can do, you need
help. You need BSU's Outdoor
Adventure Program (OAP).
Randy Miller, OAPdirector,
is
taking a busload ofBoiseans to San
Carlos, Mexico, fora weekof golden
sunshine, blue skies and white
beaches. .The bus leaves BSU at
3:30 p.m. Fri. March 22,and returns sometime around 5 p.m, Sun.,
March 31. So far, 34 adventurous
~_soulshavesigneduptogobutthere's
still room for more.
"I'll take people right up till the
very end if I've got space on the
bus," says Miller. The cost of the
trip is a mere $250 for full-time
students; and $295 for others.
Once Miller gets the bus down to
San Carlos, his riders are free to do
as they please. San Carlos offers
snorkeling, scuba diving, beachcombing, golf, tennis, hiking wind-

surfmg - the possibilities are .endless. And Guaymas, a city of about
350,000 people, is a 20-minute bus
ride from San Carlos. Those who
want to can experience
"Old
Mexico" at the market and cathedrals in town. In addition, Miller is
arranging an optional deep-sea
fishing trip, and an optional
sightseeing/diving trip to San Pedro
Island for those who want to try a
little bit of everything. For the
. athleticallyincIined,the IstAnnuaI
Spring BreakFun Triathlon has been
organized. Participants will swim
two kilometers, run 2.3 kilometers
and bike 20 kilometers. This sounds
like enough to kill Hercules but
Miller is quick to point out that this
can be a team effort. The idea
behind the whole thing is to have
fun and get acquainted with the
others on the trip.
Trip participants may not need a
triathlon to get acquainted, though.
They'll be sharing each other's
company on the two-day drive to
San Carlos. Miller said he and his
relief driver will drive from 3:30
Friday afternoon until about midnight Saturday, stopping only for a
short break in Las Vegas and for gas
along the way. They'll spend Saturday night at a campground in
Nogales,' Arl.-Miller won't drive
through Mexico at night. Trip
members can either sleep on the
floor in the campground's large

recreation hall or pitch a tent in the
great outdoors.
Early Sunday
morning, they're back on the bus,
across the borderand into San Carlos
by noon.
Miller said the trip down to Mexico
isn't too bad, but the trip back is a
killer. He and his relief driver drive .
straight through to Idaho, stopping
only for gas.
"Everybody hates me on the trip
back," said Miller. "It's a hard
drive." Fortunately, the bus they'll
take, a 1968 Crown he affectionately calls Buelah, is equipped with
a bathroom and reclining seats.
This is OAP'sseventh
annual
spring break trip to. Mexico, but
they also sponsor trips to other
places like the Bahamas. Miller
feels the trips are more than just a
lot of fun-they also allow those
who go on them to see what other
cultures are like.
"It's a real eye opener," he said.
"I have a friend in San Carlos who's
a night manager for areal nice place.
He makes about $8 a day. He's
really ecstatic when he can get the
Americans andgo paint their houses
--he can make $2 an hour painting
them."
If you're interested in going on the
spring break trip, you've still got
time. Contact the Outdoor Adven- ..
ture Program at 385-1951. Really
now, doesn't this sound a whole lot
better than the car wash?

Sumava Khauli brings a taste of the Middle East
\

.0

By Kathleen Cressler
The University News
Beirut native Sumaya Khauli has
lived with war since she was 7years-old.
The Lebanese conflict has changed
the people theretremendously.
The children play graphic war
games with realistic noises of specific missiles and guns, while acting out killing, dying and rescuing.
Women's roles have changed too.
Beirut is a modem city, complete
with American programming, and
women's war efforts range from
organizing peace marches, rebuilding their bombed homes, re'';-'Iocating their homes to fmancing
their lives.
Khauli was invited to speak about
her country, and women's roles to
help celebrate
and promote
Women's Week by the Student
YWCA. Khauli spoke about her

experiences. with war and as a
woman in a country unfamiliar to
many Americans.
Khauli, along with Lisa Sanchez,
a speaker on themulti-cultural panel,
spoke on a student panel March 7,
in the SUB about the pressures on
women that force them to accept
traditional roles familiar to all cultures.
"In Lebanon, you are still expected
to take care of the household and if
you don't because you are concentrating more on school or your career, it is very much unacceptable to
the large population," Khauli said.
She added that there is not that
much sharing of responsibilities
between the men and the women.
Sanchez said she wished there
were more female Hispanic role
models and more encouragement to
women, as well as men to go to
college.
"The educational system should

be ~ore encoura~ing tp all sexes air time or the use of the studios
between the news and the militia
and races," she said,
men who constantly check the proKhauli, a communication graduate from Beirut University, is cur- grams to make sure they come out
looking good.
rently at Boston University, studyThere are only three television
ing film production, She is hoping
stations in Lebanon so the programto take her degree back to Beirut,
although there is not a formal film ming obviously has to be either
industry. She worked on film pro- newsworthy, entertaining or inforduction previously in Beirut mak- mative so that people watch and
ratings stay high (although all of the
ing documentaries, commercials
programming Khauli has done is
and cultural programs.
She said television productions in . not all that high in ratings).
Khauli grew up eating cereal for
Beirut and how women are porbreakfast and reading Archie and
trayed are abound with double
Dennis the Menace comic books.
standards, and women are encouraged to go into particular fields or She watehedDallas, Dynasty.Knots
Landing and The Cosby Show to
get married.
Khauli often said, "Itis not what is name but a few.
She said women can go into any
said on the television or in the news
that is dangerous, it is what is not profession in a variety of fields.
Women become journalists, minissaid that is so dangerous."
Because of the 16-year-long war, ters, business women, engineers,
news programs are prevalent and doctors and so on. They dress in a
Khaulican remember fighting for modem way, too.

She said Americans get ~Wrol1g
impression of Beirut because of a
lack of proper media coverage. She
used the example. of two women
walking on one side of the street
wearing mini-skirts and one woman
walking on the other side, wearing
a full chador (full black dress and
hair cover) and a camera would
automatically shoot the woman
dressed in the full chador.
Another example was the film
Naked Gun which showed Beirut
with desert and camels and yet
Lebanon has no deserts or camels.
Khauli's visit to Boise or even
Idaho was a first, but she gave a
great deal ofinsight during her stay.
Student YWCA President Robyn
Jacobs said, "she was dynamic in
her presentation, and insightful in
telling us what is going on in the
world."

are leaking.
Over 95 percent of the more than
2 million underground storage tanks
regulated by EPA are used to store
petroleum, including highly toxic
gasoline. Recent studies have concluded that gasoline is a likely human carcinogen,
Exposure to
gasoline's toXICcomponents, such
as benzene, toluene and xylene, can
cause kidney and nervous-system
damage, and reproductive and developmental problems.
In its new 55-page booklet, "Citizen Action: An Ounce of Prevention," EDFprovides a six-point plan
to help individuals protect themselves and their communities from
leaking tanks. EDFadvises people
to make their concerns known when
states or the federal government are
preparing regulations tocontrol underground storage tanks. Also,

from' coal: They may Contain
harmful sulfur compounds that
do not benefit the soil.
-Keep
the ashes dry in a
bucket or box in your shed or
garage.
-Beforeapplying.the
ashes in
the spring, have your soil tested.
You may also need to improve
the soil with nitrogen, phosphorus or other soil nutrients.
-Use the ashes to side dress
growing plants, but don't let the .
ashescome in contact with newly
germinating seed or plant roots.
They could injure the plant .
-Ashes areaIkaline, so do not
use them aroJindacid-loving
plants such as blueberries, hydrangeas or azaleas.
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By Diane MacEachern
Special to the University News
Q. How can I protect myself and
my community from underground
storage tanks that leak?
A. According to the Environmental Defense Fund (EDF), more
than half the United States population relies on groundwater supplies
for drinking, cooking and cleaning.
Unfortunately, said EDF, these
supplies and the people who depend on them are often threatened
by toxic contamination from the
millions of underground storage
tanks in use at gas stations, dry
cleaners and other sites. Indeed in
1988, the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) estimated that 15
percent to 25 percent of these tanks

identify and report tanks that may
be leaking, taking legal action if
necessary.
The booklet is available for $2.50
from EDF's Washington office,
1616 PSt. N.W., Suite 150, Washington, D.C. 20036.
If you bum woodina
stove or
fireplace, don't toss out the ashes.
According to Organic Gardening
magazine, wood ashes can be recycled into your vegetable or flower
beds in the spring. Wood ash, or
potash, helps plant to fruit and
flower. Follow these simple guidelines:
.....,.You can use ashes from just
about any tree, but don't use ashes
from the combustion of chemically
treated lumber, painted. wood or
any wood that contained nails or
other metals. And do not use ashes

.

